
Minutes of Special Meeting 
Grand River Dam Authority 

Board of Directors 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
October 20, 2014 

A special meeting of the Board of Directors of the Grand River Dam Authority was 
held at the Grand River Dam Authority Engineering and Technology Center, Tulsa, 
Oklahoma, on October 20, 2014. Notice was given pursuant to 25 O.S.A. § 301 et seq. 
by submitting a notice of special meeting to the Secretary of State on October 13, 2014, 
at 2:16 p.m.; by posting the agenda with the Craig County Clerk's office on October 16, 
2014, at 10:00 a.m.; by posting said agenda at www.grda.com; and by posting said 
agenda at the principal office of GRDA at least 48 hours prior to the meeting. 

   
Chair Kimball called the meeting to order at 9:58 a.m. The Secretary called the 

roll. All members were present with the exception of Directors Churchwell and Richie. 
Chair Kimball declared a quorum and stated notice has been given of this meeting as 
required by the Oklahoma Open Meetings Act, Title 25 Oklahoma Statutes Section 311. 
He and the other directors welcomed our newest Director, Joe Vandevier.   

   
 BOARD MEMBERS 
 Tom Kimball, Chair Present 
 Ed Townsend, Chair-Elect Present 
 Pete Churchwell Absent 
 James B. Richie Absent 
 Stephen R. Spears Present 
 Chris Meyers Present 
 Joe Vandevier Present 
 
 ADMINISTRATIVE 
 Daniel S. Sullivan, General Manager/CEO/Director of Investments Present 
 Tim Brown, Chief Operating Officer Present 
 Ellen Edwards, General Counsel Present 
 Charles J. Barney, AGM Thermal and Hydro Generation Present 
 John Goodwin, AGM Human Resources Present 
 Carolyn Dougherty, AGM Market Analysis/Strategic Development Present 
 Brian Edwards, AGM Chief of Law Enforcement/Homeland Security Present 
 Mike Herron, AGM Engineering, System Operations, & Reliability Present 
 Darrell Townsend II, AGM Ecosystems & Lake Operations Absent 
 Sheila A. Allen, Secretary Present 

Others present were as follows: Randy Krehbiel, Tulsa World; John E. Johnson, 
Black & Veatch; Bill Reynolds, Black & Veatch; Ed Dimitri, Black & Veatch; Project 
Manager Chris Anderson, Business Line Manager John Kruse, TIC President Terry 
Carlsgaard, TIC Area Manager Kevin Kimball, TIC/Kiewit; Justin Alberty, Jeff Brown, 
Eddie Rothermel, GRDA. 

http://www.grda.com/


   
1. Consideration of bids with possible award or time extension, for 

Contract 40529 EPC Contract for Combined Cycle Unit 3 
 

 Mr. Barney provided background to the board on EPC Contract 40529 for 

Combined Cycle Unit 3, integrating the turbine-generators and HRSG into a reliable and 

efficient generating unit. He spoke about the expected efficiency of this unit and how we 

expected it to be the most efficient unit in Oklahoma and the Southwest Power Pool, if 

not the most efficient in the country, once it comes online. The scope of this contract 

includes detailed engineering, procurement, construction, start-up and guarantees on 

performance. Director Vandevier asked if there was a system efficiency number. Mr. 

Barney said that we do and that is a part of the guarantees associated with the EPC 

Contract. He also provided a listing of the companies that expressed interest in the EPC 

Contract, both those that did not meet requirements and those that did. Those that did 

meet our requirements include TIC/Kiewit, Zachry Industrial, Inc. and Fluor. Mr. Barney 

stated the bidding was based on extensive specifications prepared by GRDA’s Owner’s 

Engineer, Black & Veatch, and the GRDA Staff. Sealed bids were opened October 8, 

2014, and were also reviewed by Black & Veatch and GRDA Staff. He stated that it is 

quite important that we make a decision on this project and recommended the board not 

delay in making a decision on this, as this would cause the project to not be operational 

before Summer of 2017. Mr. Barney presented a summary of bid prices and described 

the two options for cost reduction given by TIC/Kiewit, with Zachry Industrial, Inc. being 

about 22 percent higher. Fluor responded with no bid and would not be able to meet our 

schedule. He said both bids included many exceptions to GRDA terms, and extensive 

negotiation will be required to finalize a contract with either. Mr. Barney stated he 

believed, after analysis, that either company would do a good job for GRDA and its 

customers. However, he said it was decided the proposal by TIC/Kiewit was the lowest 
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responsible bid based on price. Mr. Barney, other GRDA Staff and Black & Veatch 

representatives met with TIC/Kiewit in their Engineering building located in Overland 

Park, KS, as well as discussing this via e-mail and phone over the last 10 days. He 

presented a diagram example of TIC/Kiewit’s proposed cost reduction option for the gas 

supply line and a summary list of recommended TIC/Kiewit cost reduction offers, 

totaling $14,924,878. These include gas pipeline rerouting, cooling tower relocation 

consolidating duct banks, electric dew point heater instead of gas, deleting the 

condensate polisher, deleting an ammonia tank, using a bolted rather than welded 

tanks, using an alternative fire water pipe material, reduce facility tie-ins, using 

galvanized steel in lieu of painted exterior structure, electrical switchgear protective 

methods, reduction of incidental type and material work allowance, reduction of cost of 

engineering contingency and the geotechnical study, as well as a records building 

scope reduction. GRDA Staff and Black & Veatch recommend inclusion of these options 

as they will reduce capital cost, improve operating efficiency and aid the reliability of the 

unit.  

 Director Vandevier asked if there was additional maintenance or cost in operation 

of the plant if you do not have the condensate polisher. Mr. Barney stated there would 

actually be less operating expenses.  

 Mr. Barney introduced Project Manager Chris Anderson with TIC/Kiewit. Mr. 

Anderson walked the board through a detailed 3-D computerized model they have 

prepared, showing all aspects of the project, including the power control module and 

combustion turbine which Mitsubishi will be providing.  

 Mr. Anderson introduced TIC Area Manager Kevin Kimball that presented a video 

rendering of a synchronized schedule with the model that Mr. Chris Anderson 
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presented. This rendering brought up component pieces in a green color at the time in 

the schedule when it would be worked on and completed.  

 TIC President Terry Carlsgaard introduced himself and talked about TIC/Kiewit 

company history, background, company structure, as well as some of the projects they 

have worked on in the past. He also discussed their financial standing and credit rating. 

He described their process of bidding a project of this type.  

 Director Townsend asked Mr. Carlsgaard which part of the organization GRDA 

would be entering into contract with, about revenue of that entity and what assurance 

GRDA had from the bonding company. Mr. Carlsgaard responded, saying that GRDA 

would be entering into the contract with TIC and that TIC has revenues in excess of 

$1,000,000,000. He also told the board Travelers will be the bonding company and will 

cover the project for GRDA, assuring that the contract will be complete and that the 

entire organization is behind the project.  

 Mr. Sullivan said that we have also received an unsolicited recommendation from 

OMPA. TIC is building one of their plants.  

 Director Spears asked how much of the project would be self-constructed and 

how much would be subcontracted. Mr. Carlsgaard stated that they would be 

constructing about 95 percent of the project, subcontracting only about 5 percent.  

 Director Vandevier asked if there was anything unusual about this project in the 

way it is laid out or engineered. Business Line Manager John Kruse answered by saying 

there was nothing necessarily unusual, but that the Mitsubishi MHI-J model machine 

GRDA has selected is a new machine and TIC has done a number of things to learn 

more about this next generation machine, to include learning more about the machine 

itself, holding meetings with Mitsubishi for 2 to 3 days, as well as sending engineers, 

industry professionals and executives to Japan to visit with Mitsubishi to tour the plant 
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where the Mitsubishi MHI-J machine is manufactured and the facility where they are 

doing testing on the first machines out. They also went to an existing plant in Japan 

where they are using these machines to actually see a completed unit. Mr. Kruse also 

stated they view this new machine as a major part of any upcoming construction for 

other entities in the U.S. in the future and view GRDA’s project as a very strategic one. 

Mr. Bill Reynolds with Black & Veatch commented that this will be the first MHI-J 

machine installation in the U.S., with several other units operating in Japan and several 

in Korea. Mr. Barney talked about how much more efficient these new machines are.  

 Director Townsend asked if we were giving ourselves enough room for 

contingencies, etc. Mr. Sullivan responded saying there is always a possibility for 

change orders and it we will likely have to do follow-up at the next board meeting with 

change orders to reflect the deductions discussed. Mr. Barney said they do believe that 

a finalized contract can be reached.  

 Director Meyers stated the reason we needed to table the discussion on this last 

week at the regular board meeting was because bids came in higher than our engineers 

expected and there was added time needed to gather more information. He also said he 

was in favor of holding this as much as possible since the bid was considerably higher 

than the original estimate.  

 Director Spears asked the engineers to explain and validate original numbers 

and what the bids came in as.  

 Mr. Barney asked the representatives of TIC/Kiewit if it was their intention to 

reach a final contract at the $296,868,412 level that has been discussed. Mr. Kevin 

Kimball stated they did intend to reach a final contract with GRDA and do not expect 

any changes would result in any cost change. Mr. Barney also asked if there were any 

additional cost reductions that could be discussed in terms of value engineering. Mr. 
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Kimball with TIC said he did, explaining their experience and best practices, as well as 

their discussions with Black & Veatch and GRDA Staff, have already found these 

mentioned value engineering items and would not expect that to stop. He said they 

would like to see the collaborative process to continue throughout.  

 Director Spears asked the engineers to explain and validate original numbers 

and what the bids came in as. Bill Reynolds with Black & Veatch explained they 

generated the cost estimate by a process of examining 2 other G-class projects that had 

the same execution model as this. He said they made adjustments for the differences in 

the G and J-class machines, but TIC/Kiewit uncovered more through their process that 

just was not available at the time the project was priced. The two key differences being 

additional scale we were not able to foresee and market conditions for material, labor 

and financing which have changed things since this was priced.    

 Director Spears asked why some of the potential bidders were not qualified. Mr. 

Johnson answered, saying the prequalification process required anyone that was going 

to submit a bid had advanced class combustion turbine experience both on the 

engineering side and the construction side. A number of the bidders did not have the 

needed experience for this type of project.  

 Director Meyers asked Mr. Barney in terms of dollars per kW, how we gauge 

these things, what is the dollar per kW on this. Mr. Barney said he did not have an exact 

number, but it is within the $950 per kW range. Mr. Sullivan and Mrs. Dougherty agreed 

it should come in very close to that.  

 Director Kimball stated he felt much more confident after hearing from TIC/Kiewit 

and all they have done in preparation for this project. He is still concerned in how the 

project estimates were not closer to what the bid was, but understands this is a new 

project and that we have increased our cost due to delays and our deadline. Director 
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Kimball said he was a bit concerned about the bolted vs. welded tanks and a possible 

expense in the future to retrofit to a welded tank. He stated he wanted to make certain 

we did not compromise our on-going cost that would affect our customers. Mr. Bill 

Reynolds told Director Kimball his recommendation and preference for a 25-30 year 

tank would be a welded tank. Mr. Barney said they have discussed with TIC/Kiewit the 

performance of the bolted tank, which they are providing a 5-year warranty for. He 

explained TIC/Kiewit assures us that there can be some leakage at start-up, but after 

has had no issues.  

 Director Kimball asked how many jobs would be on this site for the 2-year 

construction period and how many people would be brought in from out-of-state vs. how 

many Oklahomans would be hired. TIC President Terry Carlsgaard answered, saying 

they do not have those numbers to date, but can provide those numbers in the future. 

TIC Area Manager Kevin Kimball told the board they expect to have approximately 300 

people employed at the peak of construction, with an approximate average of 200 

people over the 2-year construction period. The board asked for updates on this as the 

process continues.  

 Director Meyers stated he felt like Mr. Barney and the team has done what the 

board asked them to do in reconciling the gap in cost.  

 Mr. Barney expressed his confidence in TIC/Kiewit and the team prepared to 

execute this project to the benefit of our customers. He also stated he had never felt 

more strongly in recommending the board award this contract to TIC/Kiewit.  

 Director Kimball talked about what a big decision this was for the board to make 

and how it would affect everyone, as well as expressing how much opportunity this 

project will provide.  
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 TIC President Terry Carlsgaard assured Mr. Barney and the board they were 

committed to this project. He said he appreciated the opportunity to get the proposal on 

the project and talked about their award-winning projects, such as the Associated 

Electric project in Chouteau that received the Associated Building Contractors 

Excellence in Construction. Mr. Carlsgaard stated TIC feels like it is their responsibility 

to deliver GRDA an award-winning project as well and are thrilled to be a part of it.  

 Director Townsend asked about the performance guarantees. Mr. Sullivan 

assured the board that all 3 aspects of the project have performance guarantees built-in 

to the contract. TIC Area Manager Kevin Kimball explained they are providing primary 

guarantees on heat rating and output and are going to perform a rigorous performance 

testing protocol at the end of the job.  

 Director Kimball complimented our Black & Veatch partners for working through 

some of the issues the board had over the last 10 days or so and appreciates your 

cooperation and efforts in making certain the project is completed in the right way.  

 Mr. Sullivan asked Black & Veatch representatives if they agreed with this 

recommendation. Mr. Ed Dimitri stated they are fully behind this and know TIC/Kiewit is 

a highly qualified team. Mr. Sullivan complimented TIC/Kiewit on their cooperation and 

work in collaborating with GRDA on this and mobilizing as quickly as they did, as well as 

attending our board meeting October 13th to have the needed discussions. He said he 

appreciated and found it very encouraging to have a partner like that in this process.  

 Director Townsend asked Mr. Tim Brown whether he was completely behind this 

recommendation. Mr. Brown stated he was without question fully behind this and talked 

about the board’s concerns regarding original estimates.  

 Director Spears commented he is disappointed in the pricing difference, but that 

he does appreciate the work done by Black & Veatch, GRDA Staff and TIC/Kiewit to 
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look at the process to ensure we are getting the value for the dollars spent, knowing that 

timing is one of the biggest issues faced and no fault to anyone working on this. He said 

he would be glad to make the motion on behalf of GRDA customers.   

 Director Spears moved that the board award EPC Contract 40529 for Combined 

Cycle Unit 3 to TIC/Kiewit as the lowest responsible bidder, subject to negotiation of 

contract terms and technical options, satisfactory to the technical staff, General Counsel 

and Chief Executive Officer, in an amount not to exceed $296,868,412; and that the 

finalized Contract 40529 shall be brought back to the Board  for ratification; and that 

proposed cost reduction options be presented to the Board for consideration as 

Contract Change Orders, seconded by Director Meyers, and voted upon as follows: 

Townsend, Meyers, Spears, Kimball, yes, Vandevier, abstain. Motion passed (4-yes, 

0-no, 1-abstained). 

   
 Representatives from TIC/Kiewit and Black & Veatch left the meeting room at 

11:38 a.m. 

   
2.  Update and discussion on 2014 Series C variable rate debt.  

Mrs. Carolyn Dougherty explained to the board why they would be receiving 

another set of documents for the 2014 Series C variable rate revenue bond at the 

November board meeting. She talked about the upcoming 2014 Series A and B bond 

closing coming this week, as well as saying we had a very successful pricing. Mrs. 

Dougherty said when we sized the tax-exempt piece, we anticipated we would issue at 

least $50M in taxable debt although the range could be as high as $80 million. The 

Series A and B documentation covenanted to issue the additional taxable debt, knowing 

it would still require additional bond authorizations from the board and the Council of 
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Bond Oversight. She told the board the cost overall of the variable debt will be about 1 

percent, and could be less if rates stay low.  

Director Kimball asked if we would have enough money with this. Mrs. Dougherty 

stated we would. 

Mrs. Dougherty provided the 3 primary reasons for issuing the variable rate debt:  

opportunity for local banks to propose alternative structures and have a way to invest 

their deposits, financial advantage, and flexibility in managing outstanding ratios of tax-

exempt vs. taxable bonds. She also listed the parties to the transaction:  J.P. Morgan 

and Barclays will continue as co-senior underwriters on the transaction with a 50/50 

split; PFM and the Oklahoma Bond Advisor’s Office solicited responses to requests for 

proposals and their recommendation was to go with Variable Rate Demand Bonds with 

Barclays providing the Letter of Credit; and Barclays will serve as the remarketing 

agent. Mrs. Dougherty told the board these bonds will be multi-modal, meaning that we 

will have great flexibility to make this work. She showed the anticipated timing for Series 

C and discussed with Director Townsend the cost benefit in how this is structured, with 

the variable rate bonds being issued on December 10, 2014. Mrs. Dougherty told the 

board her team will possibly put out another request for proposals because rates are 

very low right now, saying our 2008 and 2010 debt could be advance refunded to save 

GRDA money. She and her team are going to look into this more and make certain to 

keep the board updated. No action is required on this item. 

   
Director Townsend moved for adjournment at 11:56 a.m., seconded by Director 

Meyers, and voted upon as follows: Spears, Townsend, Kimball, Meyers, Vandevier, 

yes. Motion passed (5-yes, 0-no, 0-abstained). 
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_____________________________________ 

Sheila A. Allen, Secretary 
DATE APPROVED: 
 
____________________ 
GRDA Board of Directors 
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